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Abstract 
Financial turbulences are a common phenomenon that have multiple times taken place and affected 

the global economy during the last decades. The spillover effects from different sectors of the 

economy into the real economy have caused it to crash numerous times along the years, effectively 

creating financial crises. This thesis adds to the extensive literature and research focusing on the 

effects of the financial markets during anxious times, a case that has troubled researchers for a long 

time. Utilizing the GARCH and VAR models methodologies, a thorough analysis of 4 indices takes 

place: Belgium’s BEL20, Hong Kong’s HSI, Mexico’s MXX and finally USA’s NASDAQ. This analysis 

focuses on 4 periods in total, starting from 2005 to 2007, regarding the pre 2008 Subprime Mortgage 

Crisis, as well as 2008 to 2009 covering the effects of said crisis. Furthermore, the period before the 

latest global health crisis – Covid – 19 – is also monitored, for the 2 years 2018 and 2019, while the 

last period covers the virus outbreak for 2020 and 2021. A brief analysis of other significant crises 

takes place, explained briefly by Random Matrix Theory. The overall results for the 4 indices show 

that indeed financial markets tend to move together during financial hardships, while volatility and 

risk increases. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
The world’s economy has come under numerous hardships in the last decades, following many events 

that eventually shaped some of the sincerest economic crises. Some nations affected by financial 

turbulences had had a level of success in reforming the economy and thus evading complete 

economic ruination, however, the years of crucial financial crises are what is mostly remembered. The 

financial crisis that commenced in 2007 is one of the most devastating turbulences that occurred 

since the Great Depression, beginning in the United States and rapidly spreading throughout the 

globe, directly affecting the international financial markets and subsequently the world’s economy. 

Moreover, the second most severe turbulence that has taken place since 2008 is the recent stock 

market crashes that were caused by the Covid – 19 pandemic. However, looking at the financial 

markets’ movement in the last decades, it is clear that they have been affected in many more 

situations, with the earliest examined occurrence being the Black Monday in 1987. More occasions 

that will be briefly examined later are namely a part of the Asian crisis that took place in 1997, the 

Russian crisis one year later in 1998, the after effects of September 11 terrorist attack in the United 

States in 2001 combined with the burst of the dot – com bubble and, of course, the most severe 

aforementioned turbulence, the Subprime Mortgage Crisis in 2008 and the latest Covid – 19 crisis. 

Financial globalization has grown rapidly over the last decades, assisting in the elimination of the 

financial flow barriers between countries, but also providing the possibility of imbalance and 

destabilization of some financial markets. Through financial globalization, uncertainty can be easily 

transmitted from one financial market to others, aiding eventually the rapid spread of a financial 

turbulence throughout the international markets. Thus, it has been observed that during global 

financial turbulences, financial markets tend to crash simultaneously, revealing a propagation of 

volatility from one to another. As it will be examined later for the aforementioned anxious times, 

during such times there is a clear co – movement of the average volatility and average correlation of 

the markets, sloping upwards. This increasing correlation leads to spillover effects from the financial 

markets sector into the real economy sector, forming the large scale financial crises that ultimately 

lead to unemployment, decreasing profitability, inflation and bankruptcies.  

As mentioned before, in the next chapters the aforementioned highly anxious times will be briefly 

examined so as to better understand the connections and correlations between the international 

financial markets during times of high volatility. Adding to those occasions, the analysis will focus 

specifically on the Subprime Mortgage Crisis and the Covid – 19 after effects in the financial markets 

primarily. The data gathered are for the following financial indices: BEL20 (Belgium), HANGSENG 

(Hong Kong), MXX (Mexico) and NASDAQ (USA), for four periods in total. The first examination ranges 

from 2005 to late 2007 and 2008 to late 2009 for the Subprime Mortgage Crisis. The second period 

regarding the Covid – 19 influence on the financial markets splits between 2 periods again with the 

first being from 2018 to late 2019 and the second one from 2020 to the end of 2021. The objective is 

to study the financial influence that both crises had on the international markets, both for the periods 

pre – crises, as well as for the duration. In order to do that, it is essential to create a TGARCH model in 

order to examine the level of effect each crisis had on each index during these periods. Furthermore, 

a Vector Autoregression (VAR) model will be established to examine if there is correlation between 

those 4 indices during both periods again. The methodology of VAR and TGARCH models, as well as 

the exact procedure that will take place will be thoroughly explained in the next chapters. Moreover, 

a literature review will be provided, that will be followed by the methodology and the data 

examinations, while the results and conclusion will be presented in the final chapters. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review 
There has been extensive research covering the topic of financial turbulences and the way they affect 

the international markets, as well as the reasons of transmission. Economists have focused on the 

reasons that lead financial markets to crash and why there is a propagation of increased volatility 

from one market to another, during anxious times. The incident of the Black Monday in 1987 was the 

starting point for many studies to examine the contagion of volatility between financial markets. Also, 

these studies, using econometric models, have focused on the similar movement or co – movement 

of the markets, along with the rising correlation in high volatility times.  

However, it is a concerning issue that is still the target of ongoing researches, since the last two years 

the economy has been affected by the Covid – 19 pandemic.  The literature used in this thesis consists 

of two parts. The first part focuses on the Subprime Mortgage Crisis that started in the United States, 

a multinational financial crisis that eventually assisted to the global financial crisis that started 

between 2007 and 2008. Being the result of the collapse of the housing bubble, it was triggered by 

the deteriorating quality of US subprime mortgages.  

Frank & Hesse (2009) discuss the financial spillovers that the global financial crisis, created by the 

burst of the housing bubble, presented on the Emerging Markets. Employing a multivariate GARCH 

model, they aim to estimate and analyze potential financial linkages between advanced economies 

and emerging markets, as well as the extent of the co – movements of the individual financial 

markets.  Frank & Hesse (2009) find that market volatility and default risk that can be observed in 

major financial institutions of major advanced economies can be linked to some specific emerging 

economies, regarding the stock markets, Credit Default Swap (CDS) indices and bond spreads. This 

paper uses a Dynamic Conditional Correlation (DCC) GARCH model created by Engle (2002) in order to 

avoid biased standard correlations, a result that may potentially occur in the examination of 

spillovers. The DCC GARCH model allows for the analysis of the co – movement of the markets. The 

results given by the model present that the correlations between the US London Interbank Offered 

Rate (LIBOR) and the Overnight Indexed Swap (OIS), along with the Emerging Markets Bond Index 

(EMBI) sovereign bond spreads of some countries of Europe, Asia and Latin America, show a dramatic 

increase after the mortgage crisis commenced.  

However, the event that saw the correlations reach their peak was the collapse of the Lehman 

Brothers financial firm. After this institution’s bankruptcy, the correlations of the aforementioned 

indices spiked. Frank & Hesse (2009) suggest that during this specific financial crisis the financial 

markets of advanced economies and emerging markets remain correlated, though the correlations 

tend to peak during specific events, like the Lehman Brothers collapse. Since global financial markets 

are interconnected, turbulences in advanced economies’ markets may lead investors to pull their 

investments out of the emerging markets, responding to the increased risk aversion. Their findings 

include results from Mexico, South Africa, Brazil, Russia and Turkey and they conclude that there is a 

similar co – movement during the US mortgage crisis, proving their interconnection. However, these 

findings also suggest that co – movements are much more evident in markets close to the turbulence 

source. For example, Mexico shows a more pronounced co – movement of its financial variables with 

the United States, than Russia or South Africa, since it is very close to the United States and thus, 

affected in a higher level.  

Mollah et al. (2014) contribute to this research by providing empirical insights on the phenomenon 

called contagion. As with the case of Frank & Hesse (2009), this paper also uses a DCC GARCH model 



and a Vector Error Correction (VEC) model in order to examine the multi- dimensional phenomena 

that create the contagion in the financial markets during the economic crisis of 2008. As this paper 

mentions, the collapse of the Lehman Brothers along with the takeover of Merrill Lynch investment 

management firm from the Bank of America and the rescue of American International Group (AIG) 

insurance company, were the start of the imminent crisis that was about to spread. Eventually, the 

2008 financial crisis lead to immense deficits and national debts throughout the globe. Many 

emerging markets including Iceland, Latvia, Hungary, Ukraine and Greece requested emergency 

assistance from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). It was now clear that the spread from the 

collapse of the housing market had undoubtedly affected the entire real sector economy.  

Mollah et al. (2014) employ multi – approach econometric techniques to examine the contagion. First 

of all, they use a model by Engle and Sheppard (2001) in order to better determine the type of 

correlation between financial indices. The type of correlation in question is either the Dynamic 

Conditional Correlation (DCC) or the Constant Conditional Correlation (CCC). Moreover, the DCC 

GARCH model that is used again is able to analyze the dynamic correlation between world markets 

indices. Finally, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) provides results in the examination of the 

contagion at a regional degree and the Vector Error Correlation (VEC) model provides the ability to 

test for Granger causality, along with the Impulse Response Function (IRF).  

Using daily data from January 2006 to December 2010, Mollah et al. (2014) target the source of the 

crisis, which is believed to be the period between September 2008 to December 2009. Obtaining a 

total of 64 indices, they observe that the individual international financial markets are clearly affected 

by the returns provided by the United States, with the latter being highly significant. Furthermore, 

they show a clear a clear rise in correlation between global and US markets in this specific time 

period. Within the aforementioned Vector Error Correlation (VEC) framework, the Impulse Response 

Function (IRF) provides a clear reflection of the countries (Switzerland, United Kingdom, France, 

Germany, Austria etc.) tested, regarding their impulse response. The result is an immediate response 

of the countries to a standard deviation shock of the United States, confirming the contagion from the 

United States to the smaller markets. However, Sweden was found to be the only country that 

adopted exceptionally efficient measures to counter the financial crisis. 

Luchtenberg & Vu (2014) make their contribution to the literature by investigating the contagion 

determinants of the 2008 financial crisis, proving that there is bi – directional causality in the 

contagion. This means that the United States, being the source of the transmission, not only transmits 

the contagion to the more mature and emerging markets, but also receives from them. Economic 

fundamentals such as interest and inflation rates, industrial production and risk aversion from the 

investors, eventually contribute to this propagation. Previous literature has specific findings that do 

not particularly find contagion during crisis. For example, Forbes and Rigobon (2002) found that 

increased volatility is the cause for extensive co – movement of the markets, while studying the 1997 

East Asian Crisis and the 1987 Stock Market Crash of the United States. However, the contagion effect 

is greatly limited after controlling for the increased volatility. The financial crisis that started in 2008, 

though, was on a different scale than the previous crises. Luchtenberg & Vu (2014) make use of the 

definition for contagion given by Forbes and Rigobon (2002), thus testing if the correlations of cross – 

markets present a significant increase after controlling for the high volatility. If this is the case, then 

contagion can be accepted. The 10 most significant international financial markets from Europe, 

North America and East Asia are used as data to conduct the tests. More specifically, this research 

includes indices from the United States and Canada for the North American category, Germany, 

United Kingdom and Spain for the European category and finally Japan, China, Hong Kong, India and 

Australia for the East Asian category. As the previous papers did, Luchtenberg & Vu (2014) also test 

for causal relations between cross – markets with Granger causality tests, while the tests for 



contagion are implemented by an Asymmetric GARCH model proposed by Glosten et al. (1993). After 

following the standard procedure to try for stationarity, simple VAR models allow for Granger 

causality and cointegration tests. The results point to significant cointegration among the three 

regional groups, while the Granger causality test shows that the United States had the most influence 

among the other markets. This result can be estimated since for the period before the 2008 financial 

crisis, inserting shocks in the United States stock market provides the ability to predict the next period 

returns of all the other markets. However, this influence seems to diminish during the period of crisis, 

regarding the developed markets. 

There is strong evidence that the United States, Japan and Germany are the primary sources of the 

shocks transmission to other countries, with the United States transmitting to all but China, Germany 

and Japan, but receives financial shock from the collective crisis and not by any specific country 

market. On the other hand, India, Hong Kong and Australia are the recipients of the highest contagion 

effects. Luchtenberg & Vu (2014) find that the primary reasons for shock transmissions or contagion 

between two countries include alterations in inflation and interest rates ratios, industrial production 

and exports from one country to another. This conclusion can be supported by the fact that the 

United States decreased their imports during the crisis period, but their exports did not show 

significant drop. Therefore, their influence is imminent. Capital flow has a significant role as well, 

since investors increase or decrease their risk aversion depending on changes of the relative market 

volatility. 

The second part of the literature focuses on the financial turbulence that was created in the last two 

years from the Covid – 19 pandemic. There has been some research covering the financial turmoil 

created by the rise of the pandemic, the subsequent measures taken to counter it and its effects on 

financial markets and world’s economy as a whole. However, the extent of the research is not the 

same as the research conducted for the 2008 financial crisis, since the consequences of Covid – 19 are 

a much more recent problem. 

Zhang et al. (2020) focus on the economic impact of the pandemic on the financial markets, as well as 

the policies that governments introduce that could also potentially produce more financial 

uncertainties. The main issues that Zhang et al. (2020) attempt to solve concern the financial markets’ 

reaction to the Covid – 19 outbreak, the patterns of the systemic risks and the effects of government 

interventions regarding policies. Conducting a volatility analysis, they come to the conclusion that 

there was indeed a strong influence of the pandemic on the markets, since the risk levels had a 

remarkable increase for all countries tested, though some sentimental factors also had assisted to this 

end. The dramatic change in volatility can be attributed to the rapid market sentiment change, which 

is certainly augmented by the trend in social media and as a result trade activities are affected, 

leading to destabilization of the stock markets. China presented the highest volatility during the early 

months of the outbreak, January to March, while the United States saw their financial market 

volatility skyrocket after the worldwide transmission. Moreover, a correlation analysis for 12 

countries, the United States, major European and East Asian markets, indicates low correlations 

among them during February 2020, but they show a very substantial rise during March, when the 

American and European stock markets showed lack of control over this outbreak. However, different 

governmental policies among countries, drove the correlations into a lower level again during March 

2020. Zhang et al. (2020) find a clear co – movement of the markets regionally. More specifically, US 

and European markets show correlation both before and after the outbreak announcement, while the 

East Asian markets were correlated as a group in the same time frames. This difference in correlations 

and the regional grouping could potentially rise from the policy interventions such as the unlimited 

Qualitative Easing measure that the United States introduced.  



Last but not least, Wang and Enilov (2020) add to the growing literature for this topic, by discussing 

how the rising number of the Covid – 19 cases directly influences the international financial markets. 

The countries under examination are the G7 countries (United States, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, 

United Kingdom, Japan), because of their economic advancement and significance. Using daily stock 

market returns and Covid – 19 confirmed cases as variables, Wang and Enilov (2020) employ three 

panel unit root test, namely the LLC (Levin, Lin & Chu, 2002) the IPS (Im, Perasan & Shin, 2003) and 

the PP – Fisher (Maddala & Wu, 1999). In order to achieve a non – biased estimation, the data are 

tested for cross – sectional dependence with the CDBP (Breusch & Pagan, 1980), CDLM (Pesaran, 2004) 

and CD (Pesaran, 2004) tests. Moreover, two Granger non – causality tests are employed, the Kónya 

(2006) and Dumitrescu & Hurlin (2012) panel non – causality tests. Their findings suggest a clear 

indication of causality from the pandemic to the international stock markets. The only country for 

which this in not the case is Japan, which quickly adopted counter measures to limit the spread of the 

virus and the financial downfall. Stock movements were driven by the rising cases of the pandemic 

and the short – term effect on the financial markets is proven again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 

Modern financial crises overview 
During the previous chapter’s literature review, a very important topic was not covered. In this 

chapter, the work of Sandoval & Franca (2012) will be discussed, presenting the movements of the 

financial markets during the modern financial crisis. The first financial crises that here are considered 

as modern, are the ones that took place in the last three decades. First, it’s Black Monday that took 

place in 1987, while the second one is the Russian Crisis that happened in 1998. The crisis that 

commenced in 2001 in the United States was the result of two events. The first event was the burst of 

the so called dot – com bubble, a stock market bubble that was created by excessive speculation of 

internet related companies and the second event was the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001. The 

aim of this work is to discover the correlations that the international financial markets have during 

such periods of financial disturbances. Additionally, a specific method, the Random Matrix Theory is 

used in this work, in order to examine and draw a conclusion regarding the correlations. It must be 

noted, however, that the financial disturbance caused by the Covid – 19 outbreak is not included in 

this overview, since it is a very recent event and it has not been covered by literature with the 

Random Matrix Theory yet.  

In order to provide an accurate definition of a global financial crisis, Sandoval & Franca (2012) utilize 

the financial data of 15 international markets from across the globe, starting in 1985 and ending in 

2010. The closing indices of every negotiation day give the following log – returns formula, which 

eases the process of comparison of indices: 

𝑆𝑡 = ln(𝑃𝑡) − ln(𝑃𝑡−1) ≈
𝑃𝑡 − 𝑃𝑡−1

𝑃𝑡

 

For better understanding of the procedure through illustration, Figure 1 below, presents the log – 

density distribution of Dow Jones index of the New York Stock Exchange, where log – density = ln(1 + 

density).  

 

This examination showed that the 10 most negative values of the log-returns were below −0.07, a 

result that is not clearly illustrated in the above Figure 1. These negative values represent the 

following events, for the most part: The Black Monday in 1987, a part of the Asian Crisis of 1997, the 

Russian Crisis in 1998, the after – effects of September 11, 2001 and finally the Subprime Mortgage 

Crises that started in the US in 2008. 

The same procedure is also used for the following indices:  Nasdaq (USA), S&P/TSX Composite 

(Canada), FTSE 100 (UK), DAX (Germany), ISEQ (Ireland), AEX (Netherlands), Ibovespa (Brazil), SENSEX 

30 (India), Colombo All-Share (Sri Lanka), Nikkei (Japan), Hang Seng (Hong Kong), Kuala Lumpur 

Composite (Malaysia), Jakarta Composite (Indonesia), TAIEX (Taiwan) and finally Kospi (South Korea). 



 

Table 1 shows the number of financial markets that plunged during major crises. It can be observed 

that the major crashes happened in 1987 and 2008, during the Black Monday and the Subprime 

Mortgage Crisis respectively, while minor ones took place in 1989 referring to USA’s saving – loan 

crisis, 1990 when Scandinavian banking crisis and Japanese asset price bubble happened. Black 

Wednesday took place in 1992, while Asian financial crisis and Russian crisis followed in 1997 and 

1998 respectively. Finally, the 2001 minor crash followed after September 11 and the event of the 

Burst of the dot – com bubble. 

Random Matrix Theory 

As mentioned before, the Random Matrix Theory is used in order to calculate the correlations 

between financial markets in periods of crisis. A theory originally developed to calculate the distance 

between the energy levels of complex atomic nuclei, it supported that the distances between those 

energy levels should be close to the distances between the eigenvalues of a random matrix. Using this 

method, the relation between those energy levels could ultimately be found. In the present day, this 

theory can be practiced in a variety of sectors, namely quantum physics, ecology linguistics and 

finance, or in any sector in which seemingly unrelated information can be shown to have some sort of 

connection. 

For this examination, a specific distribution called the Marčenku–Pastur distribution is utilized in 

order to analyze the data that will be presented in a later segment. Assuming a matrix L x N has 

random numbers deriving from a Gaussian distribution with average 0 and standard deviation σ, 

when L, N  ∞, then the matrix Q = L / N is finite and greater than 1 and the eigenvalues λ will follow 

the aforementioned distribution. This distribution is given by the formula: 

𝜌(𝜆) =
𝑄

2𝜋𝜎2
 
√(𝜆+ − 𝜆)(𝜆 − 𝜆−)

𝜆
  

Where 𝜆± = 𝜎2 (1 +
1

𝑄
± 2√

1

𝑄
) and is defined by the restriction [𝜆− , 𝜆+].  

 

As Marčenku–Pastur distribution works when L and N tend to infinity, it is expected that finite 

distributions will have different outcomes. Figure 2 presents a theoretical distribution where Q = 10 

and σ = 1, which is compares to 3 finite correlation matrices L x N, where Q= L / M = 10. The other 

elements of these matrices are random numbers that have mean zero and standard deviation 1. 

However, it is certain that real data will present some deviation of this theoretical approach. In order 



to make all the series have the same average, which is zero and the same standard deviation, which 

equals 1, the formula 𝑋𝑡 =
𝑆𝑡−⟨S⟩ 

𝜎
 is used where ⟨S⟩ is the average of the time series used. 

The data used in the following analysis cover the years from 1980 to 2010 and, more specifically, 

include 23 indices for the 1987 Black Monday, 63 indices for the 1998 Russian Crisis, 79 indices for the 

September 11 terrorist attack and burst of the dot – com bubble events and finally 92 indices for the 

case of the 2008 crisis. For each of the 4 turbulences, the aim is to discover how the indices affect 

each other. 

The Black Monday, 1987 

The Black Monday was the first of three days that financial collapse took place, when during those 3 

days the stock markets all around the world lost almost 30% of their value and the loss amounted to 

trillions of dollars collectively. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index marked a drop of almost 

22% in a single day, starting a chain reaction leading to a stock market decline internationally. This 

stock market crisis can be attributed to a number of factors, the panic created among investors being 

the main reason. During 1986, the United States economy that had already undergone a rapid 

recovery from the previous years recession, shifted to a slower economic growth with low inflation 

rates. The rapid recovery, however, created an overvaluation of the stock markets. Additionally, the 

United States Department of Commerce announced high trade deficit figures on October 14, 1987, 

resulting in the value depreciation of the US dollar. This decision of value depreciation came under 

accord between the central banks of G5 nations and the Federal Reserve, in order to control us trade 

deficits of the United States. The sudden depreciation caused high interest rates and lowered the 

stock prices, creating a significant selling pressure. The large imbalance between sell orders and buy 

orders diminished the value of stock prices, plunging the Dow Jones Industrial Average by 20%, 

affecting the international stock markets. 

Sandoval & Franca (2012) examine the Black Monday by using 23 stock market indices. The Random 

Matrix Theory that was analyzed before is used, creating a correlation matrix of 23x23. The average 

correlation is ⟨C⟩ = 0.16, with standard deviation σ = 0.04. The number of days used for the calculation 

is 256, so the matrix Q = L / M = 256 / 23 ≈ 11.130 is formed, with the upper and lower bounds of the 

eigenvalues 𝜆− = 0.490, 𝜆+ = 1.689.  

 

 

Figure 3 shows a frequency distribution of the 23 eigenvalues, with the theoretical distribution of the 

aforementioned infinite matrix Q = 11.130 over it, while Figure 4 shows the same distribution with 

the eigenvalues organized in order of magnitude. The grey area that contains 60% of the total 



eigenvalues is the area predicted by the Random Matrix Theory, meaning these are the log - returns 

that are randomly correlated. The single observation on the right is the highest eigenvalue out of 

bounds and it possibly represents the action of only one market that also has influence on the others. 

 

In Figure 5, the contribution of the many indices to 3 of the correlation matrix eigenvectors is 

presented, with the white indices representing a positive value, while the gray area shows a negative 

one. In this particular Figure, it can be noted that the highest eigenvalues represent higher risk or a 

riskier portfolio. For example, in eigenvector e1 the eigenvalues show that one should buy S&P (USA) 

and S&P TSX (Canada) indices and sell Nasdaq (USA). It can also be seen that these three indices are 

connected, since they are very close to each other. On the other hand, eigenvector e15 shows a 

random combination of financial markets indices and their eigenvalues are included in the grey area 

of Figure 4 that represents randomness. 

 

Figure 9 plots the average correlation with the average volatility of the markets collectively. The 

average volatility is a linear combination of all indices, having the elements of eigenvector e23 as 

coefficients. The above data are calculated in a moving window of 30 days, with the black line 

representing the average volatility, the grey line representing the average correlation and the dashed 

line representing the covariance between volatility and average correlation. Figure 9 shows that a rise 

in correlation between global financial indices is followed by a rise in volatility. Therefore, it seems 

that there is a relationship between global market volatility and market indices correlation. Also, it 

can be noted that this correlation persists for some time after a turbulence has taken place. 

 

 



The Russian Crisis, 1998 

The Russian financial crisis of 1998 was a result of a few combined factors that ultimately led to many 

neighboring countries being affected primarily. During this time, Russia was undergoing a decline in 

productivity. Furthermore, there was a high fixed exchange rate between the Russian ruble and the 

currencies of foreign countries and a deficit of the government fiscal balance. The war with Chechnya 

that lasted from 1994 to 1996 was also a crucial factor that assisted in the financial deficit of Russia, 

since it is estimated that Russia was investing almost 30$ million per day during the war. By the end of 

the hostilities, Russia had dedicated to this war almost 1.4% of its GDP, a percentage that translated 

to almost 5.5$ billion. Adding to this situation, Russia also found itself under the effects of 2 external 

financial shocks. During 1997, Asia entered the period of the Asian financial crisis, battering heavily 

the Russian financial situation, as the demand for crude oil and metals plummeted. It must be noted 

that Russia was a leading exporter of these commodities, therefore their decline in demand took a 

heavy toll in its economy. Furthermore, the transition from a communist regime to a capitalist 

economy created an internal political crisis that directly affected the already impaired economy. All 

these factors led to the inevitable devaluation of the ruble during the summer of 1998, commencing 

the Russian crisis. As mentioned before, the countries in close proximity with Russia were primarily 

affected, but most of the world’s financial markets were also struck down, since there was a lot of 

capital invested in Russia. 

Sandoval & Franca (2012) study the Russian financial crisis by using 63 indices from all continents, 

with the majority being from Europe and Asia. The inclusion of this large number of indices has the 

purpose of diversification. Their analysis also includes Russia’s MICEX index, since its inclusion is 

crucial.  

Using the modified log – returns from the indices for a period between 2/1/1998 to 30/12/1998, a 

63x63 correlation matrix is constructed, with average correlation ⟨C⟩ = 0.17, standard deviation σ = 

0.04, and is based on L = 257 days for M = 63 indices, giving the matrix Q = L / M = 257/63 ≈ 4.079. 

The upper and lower bounds for the Marěnko–Pastur distribution are 𝜆− = 0.255, 𝜆+ = 2.235.  

 

As practiced before, Figure 10 shows the frequency distribution of the correlation matrix eigenvalues 

with the theoretical Marčenku–Pastur distribution superimposed over it, while Figure 11 shows the 

eigenvalues in order of magnitude. The grey area represents the noise, or the eigenvalues that are 

randomly correlated. It can be seen that the largest eigenvalue is very far from the others, while two 

more are larger than the maximum theoretical eigenvalue and several others are below minimum. 

The out of scale eigenvalues represent the indices that most likely affect the majority.  



 

Figure 12 presents the eigenvector e63, which represents a combination of all 63 indices of the 

market movement that explains almost 36% of the cumulative movement of the indices. In this 

Figure, it is clear that European and USA indices are have the highest values. On the other hand, the 

smallest participations come from all of the Arab countries, the majority of the southern Asian and 

African ones, with the exception of South Africa and finally the Caribbean. 

 

Concluding with the Russian crisis, Figure 12 shows the average volatility of the collective market, 

represented by the black line, along with the average correlation represented by the grey line 

between indices. One can observe high correlation in August 1998, when the Russian crisis started, as 

well as the rise of volatility. Also, the covariance, represented by the dashed line, between these two 

variables peaks at that time. Therefore, it seems that average volatility and average correlation of the 

markets are clearly related. 

Burst of the dot – com bubble and September 11, 2001 

The year of 2001 was stained by 2 events that led to a smaller scale financial crisis. The first event that 

marked the early 2000s was the burst of the dot – com bubble, the collapse of a stock market bubble 

that was the result of excessive speculation of various internet related companies in the United 

States. During the late 1990s, internet based companies experienced a massive growth since the 

internet had already started to become a tool of crucial importance in trading and communicating. 

The shift for the personal computers from luxury to necessity, led to their commercial availability and 

also made it possible for their owners to have access to the internet. These was the initiative for many 

internet – related companies to be established, leading to the economy to be directly linked to the 

fast information transmitted through the internet. Moreover, during the late 1990s, the interest rates 

in the United States saw a decline, increasing the more speculative investments. Investors saw 

opportunity in investing in internet related companies that had started to bloom. Being also 

encouraged by investment banks to invest in this new technology, many placed their confidence 

blindly on technological advancements, eventually creating this stock market dot – com bubble. 

The burst of the dot – com bubble possibly initiated after the excessive raising of the interest rates by 

the Federal Reserve, with numerous internet based companies losing stock value, eventually being led 

to bankruptcy. The continuous spending on advertising campaign whilst having minimal profits drove 



many companies out of market. Ultimately, NASDAQ – 100 index saw a drop of 78% during that year, 

a remarkable downturn caused by the bubble collapse. 

This downturn process was significantly accelerated by the terrorist attack of September 11. An 

unprecedented act of terrorism on American soil, it triggered many chain events to take place. The 

economic impact was of immense significance, since the stock markets were closed for almost a week 

after the attack. The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped about 14% from the previous week, while 

the consequences were notable also in the wages and exports of the United States. The declining 

exports drove the GDP to fall by about 27$ billion, while the war that initiated after the attacks in 

Middle East cost the United States an estimated 5$ trillion.  

Sandoval & Franca (2012) analyze this complicated two – factor crisis by using 79 indices from 

international financial markets. The modified log – returns, based on the indices of the whole year 

2001, provides a 79x79 correlation matrix. The average correlation in this examination for the log - 

returns is ⟨C⟩ = 0.11, standard deviation σ = 0.03. The average correlation is based on L = 260 days for 

M = 79 indices. Therefore, the Marěnko–Pastur distribution is Q = L/M = 260/79 ≈ 3.29. Additionally, 

the upper and lower bounds of the eigenvalues are 𝜆− = 0.295, 𝜆+ = 2.122. 

 

This time, Figure 15 which shows the frequency distribution against the theoretical Marčenku–Pastur 

distribution, along with Figure 15 which presents the same frequency distribution in order of 

magnitude, illustrate an eigenvalue that is placed entirely out of scale, corresponding to an eigenvalue 

that influences the rest. 

 

In Figure 16, one can see the 79th eigenvector, which is a combination of all indices. The indices than 

have the lowest participation rates are mostly from Eastern Europe, Arab countries and Asia. The 

highest participation rates come from North American countries, the major South American ones, 

Central and Western Europe and some major Asian countries. 



 

Finally, Figure 17 presents the high volatility, presented by the black line, that occurred right after 

September 11, along with the high average correlation, presented by the gray line, between world 

market indices. Moreover, the high correlation and volatility depicted before September is attributed 

to the burst of the dot – com bubble, which affected the markets worldwide. It is visible again that 

the average volatility and average correlation are linked, since one precedes the other into a similar 

behavior. 

The Subprime Mortgage Crisis, 2008 

The last case that Sandoval & Franca (2012) examine is the Subprime Mortgage Crisis that initially 

started in the United States and eventually spread to the whole world, crashing the international 

financial markets as well as the real economy. Starting in 2007, the Subprime Mortgage Crisis was the 

result that was triggered by the lending of mortgage credit to borrowers that had low credit ratings. 

Borrowers with low credit ratings were not always able to be issued a prime conventional mortgage, 

since they carried more risk than those with high ratings. Therefore, the interest rate of the subprime 

mortgages was often higher, in order to counter the high risk of defaulting, keeping a balance in this 

way. During 2007, the mortgage credit expansion allowed the lower rating borrowers who could not 

easily acquire mortgages, since lenders were not willing to provide, to finally be able to obtain them, 

therefore driving housing prices to rise. The subprime mortgages were financed by private mortgage 

– backed securities, which were positively rated by rating agencies for having low risk, since other 

securities would be primarily affected if loses were taken place, absorbing the risk. Higher mortgage 

rates led to higher demand for house purchases, also increasing the prices. As the aforementioned 

borrowers bearing high risk could not ultimately afford to pay the loans they received, they either 

sold their properties or borrowed more. Eventually, these securities proved to be less risk free than 

initially expected and while the house prices skyrocketed, losses started appearing both for lenders 

and borrowers. During this time, many financial lending institutions went bankrupt and the securities 

lost their credibility, plummeting the demand and prices for houses. This financial turmoil quickly 

spread to the other sectors of economy, affecting financial markets, also decreasing constructions and 

exports. 

Sandoval & Franca (2012) use 98 indices for the Subprime Mortgage Crisis analysis, and therefore 

their log – returns provide a 92 x 92 correlation matrix for the entire year of 2008 with the average 

correlation ⟨C⟩ = 0.26 and standard deviation σ = 0.05. The correlation matrix is based on L = 253 days 

for the M = 92 indices, with the Marěnko–Pastur distribution being Q = L/M = 256/92 ≈ 2.78. The 

upper and lower limits of this distribution are 𝜆− = 0.160, 𝜆+ = 2.558. 



 

As with the previous examinations for the other crises, Figure 18 presents the frequency distribution 

of the eigenvalues with the theoretical distribution over it, while Figure 19 shows the eigenvalues in 

order of magnitude, with the predicted eigenvalues in the shaded area. The completely out of scale 

eigenvalue is indicative of high correlation levels between financial markets, as well as a unified 

market movement, since one variable seems to highly affect the others. 

 

Figure 20 presents the 92nd eigenvector. Iceland and some African countries seem to have the 

smallest negative contributions, meaning that they were affected the most by this financial crisis, 

while the highest contributions are presented by South American, most of the European and also 

most of the eastern Asian countries. 

Concluding for the 2008 crisis, Figure 21 once again presents the average correlation, average 

volatility and their covariance. It is clear that average volatility increases after the rise of correlation 

between world markets, confirming again the correlated movements between international financial 

indices. Through the examination of Sandoval & Franca (2012), one can clearly grasp that during 

anxious times of crises, the world financial markets tend to behave similarly, eventually affecting each 

other. 

In the next chapter, the methodology that will later be used for examination is explained thoroughly, 

and then the analysis of 4 financial indices will follow, covering the periods of the Subprime Mortgage 

Crisis of 2008 and the period of the latest financial turbulence caused by the Covid – 19 outbreak. 



Chapter 4 

Methodology 
As previously discussed, this thesis examines how the international financial markets tend to behave 

when they are under financial hardships. In order to further add to the previous literature, 4 financial 

indices will be analyzed regarding their response to risk, using GARCH models, for the two most 

recent periods of financial turmoil, the 2008 Subprime Mortgage Crisis and the Covid – 19 pandemic. 

In addition, a VAR model will present the correlations between those 6 indices during the two crises. 

However, it is essential to separate the 2 crisis periods into 2 sub – periods, eventually examining 4 

time periods for the 4 indices. The point of this division is to examine the financial indices for both 

before the period of financial turbulence and for its duration.  

Since the 4 indices practically consist of time series data, the use of a GARCH model is required for 

analysis. This chapter focuses mainly on explaining the methodology that will be followed in the next 

chapter in order to understand and also visualize the reaction of the financial markets to the periods 

of turbulence. However, the more advanced form of the GARCH model, a TGARCH model will be used 

since it provides more information about the reaction of an index, regarding the leverage. 

ARCH / GARCH / TGARCH models 

The ARCH (Autoregressive Conditionally Heteroscedastic), GARCH (Generalized Autoregressive 

Conditionally Heteroscedastic) and TGARCH (Threshold Autoregressive Conditionally Heteroscedastic) 

models are widely used in the analysis of time series, as mentioned before. The first 2 models are very 

important regarding the forecasting and analysis of the volatility of the variance of the 

aforementioned time series, providing information about the indices’ reaction, taking into 

consideration the volatility clustering and also the leverage. More specifically, a GARCH model is able 

to provide predictions and measurements about the volatility, since it has a different approach 

regarding heteroscedasticity. The basis of least square models requires homoscedasticity, meaning 

that the expected value of all the error terms of a time series must be identical. If this is not the case 

and the error terms present differentiated variances, then the model accepts the hypothesis of 

heteroscedasticity. This is especially common for larger time series or samples. However, a GARCH 

model approaches the heteroscedasticity inconvenience as a variance that can be modeled. The 

ability to explain and predict a potentially volatile variance is a crucial factor to finance, making 

GARCH models essential.  

Moreover, their usefulness is higher when trying to examine increased variance volatility during short 

periods of time, such as a financial turmoil, making it possible to identify how different financial 

indices of international markets are affected and study their reaction. Eventually, GARCH models can, 

in this way, assist investors to make financial decisions about their portfolios, which indices should be 

selected for investments, as well as the quality of each international market. 

The ARCH and GARCH models formulas both consist of 2 equations. The first one is the mean 

equation, which includes the non – constant variance, while the second one is the variance equation 

that is included in the former. The structure of an GARCH model is given by the following formulas: 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡
2 + 휀𝑡,     휀𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡

2)  

𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝑎𝑜 + 𝑎1휀𝑡−1

2 + 𝑎2휀𝑡−2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑝휀𝑡−𝑝

2 + 𝛽1𝜎𝑡−1
2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑞𝜎𝑡−𝑞

2  



In the variance equation, 𝑎𝑜  is the constant, 𝑎1 is a coefficient multiplying the 휀𝑡−1
2  lag squared and 𝛽1 

is the last coefficient multiplying the variance itself with another lag squared. Moreover, the A 

coefficient in the mean equation represents the risk aversion  

However, it is essential to note that in order for the GARCH model to be fully formed some conditions 

must be met. Firstly, in the variance equation the 𝑎𝑜constant must be greater than 0, since any other 

case would mean the variance equation would not have a functional form. Secondly 𝑎1, 𝛽1must also 

be greater than 0. If both coefficients are 0 then the variance would be equal to the constant, 

meaning that it would be constant itself. Therefore, the mean equation would be a White Noise, a 

random variable with constant variance and no autocorrelation. 

One could also enhance this methodology, since it is possible to calculate the risk aversion that a 

financial index may present, by adding one more coefficient in the mean equation. This risk aversion 

coefficient is represented by A and can be added in the mean equation as follows: 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝐴𝜎𝑡
2 + 휀𝑡,     휀𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡

2)  

However, the risk aversion coefficient will not be included in the data analysis in the next chapter. It 

should be mentioned that when the risk aversion coefficient is included, the initial model transforms 

into a GARCH – M model. 

The analysis will utilize the robust method of Bollerslev – Wooldridge, since this method assists in 

correcting the heteroscedasticity of the covariance. It should be noted that this examination will also 

target the volatility clustering that may be formed during periods of crisis, hence the more complete 

GARCH form will be used for analysis instead of the simplified ARCH. Nonetheless, if during data 

analysis for any given crisis period the GARCH model proves to be of no statistical significance, then 

the model will be reduced to a simple ARCH to continue the examination. The ARCH model takes the 

more basic form with the 2 equations: 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡
2 + 휀𝑡,     휀𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡

2)   

𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝑎𝑜 + 𝑎1휀𝑡−1

2 + 𝑎2휀𝑡−2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑝휀𝑡−𝑝

2  

Last but not least, the next chapter examination will also focus on the leverage phenomenon that may 

take place during a financial crisis for some indices. Leverage is a technique used by investors in order 

to potentially increase the returns of an investment, by investing borrowed capital. This strategy, 

however, amplifies the risk when financial markets tend to present lower values, since the borrowed 

capital that was invested may not have the returns initially expected. It is worth adding that it is 

common that in markets where investors tend to hold their assets when prices devaluate, in hoping 

that they may present a future increase again in order to minimize their losses, the risk increases 

substantially during such times of devaluation.  For the purpose of leverage inclusion in this 

examination, it is essential to begin the data analysis process using a TGARCH model and gradually 

simplify the model if no statistical significance is eventually found.  

The complete TGARCH model has a slightly different structure than the 2 previously mentioned 

models. This time a new variable 𝐼 is inserted in the variance equation, forming again the 2 equations: 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡
2 + 휀𝑡,     휀𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡

2)   

𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝑎𝑜 + 𝑎1휀𝑡−1

2 + 𝑎2휀𝑡−2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑝휀𝑡−𝑝

2 + 𝛽1𝜎𝑡−1
2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑞𝜎𝑡−𝑞

2 + 𝛾1휀𝑡−1
2 𝐼(𝜀𝑡−1<0) 



In the variance equation, the dummy variable 𝐼 has the value 1 when 휀𝑡−1 < 0 and the value 0 when 

휀𝑡−1 > 0.  

It should be stated, however, that in order to conduct the data testing in a GARCH model, all data 

should be transformed from non – stationary into stationary. It must be noted that when the 

𝛾1coefficient is positive and statistically significant, then the TGARCH model can detect the leverage 

phenomenon. 

VAR model 

After the construction of the TGARCH model and the thorough examination of the financial indices, it 

is important to build a VAR (Vector Autoregressive) model in order to examine for causality between 

them. The VAR model will analyze the 6 financial indices for both periods of financial turbulence, also 

considering the market behavior during the pre – period of financial disturbance. Before proceeding 

to the data analysis, an explanation of the methodology of a VAR model will be given, emphasizing 

the 2 specific methods that will be used. These methods are the Granger causality and the Impulse 

Response Function.  

The VAR model is one of the most flexible models used for analysis of multivariate time series and 

since it is a statistical model, it is especially useful in examining the dynamic relationship that two or 

more variables have within a system. It is also possible for a VAR model to examine the variables and 

provide a forecast for future values. Such models are widely used in economic and financial 

multivariate time series, as the previously explained GARCH models. In addition, a VAR model can be 

used for structural analysis, where variables and equations can be examined and provide information 

about causal relationships between them, as well as information about the responses if shocks are 

applied into the system. Such causality hypothesis can be examined with the Granger causality test, as 

mentioned before, where two hypotheses, the null and the alternative, are formed and the test 

provides an answer about if and which variables are affected by lags. Furthermore, impulse responses 

functions give a clear picture for the responses of the selected variables if they are presented to a 

shock. These functions measure how drastic the response will be and how much time is needed 

before the effect is neutralized. 

Vector Autoregressive models come with advantages that make their usage preferable. All variables 

that are used within the system are considered endogenous and therefore the values of variables can 

be affected by not only by their own lags, but also by lags of other variables. However, VAR models 

can present some minor issues that require to be solved in order to proceed to the construction of 

the model. Firstly, all variables must be tested for stationarity and if they are not stationary, they 

must be converted, following the same procedure as the GARCH model. In addition, there is a large 

number of parameters to be calculated, taking into consideration that each equation has numerous 

variables, coefficients and lags. The latter is the reason that it is not entirely feasible to extract a 

conclusion out of the model itself. In order to extract a resolution, it is essential to perform the 2 

specific tests that were previously mentioned.  

The first method is the Granger causality test, created by Granger in 1969. It has been widely used in 

economics since then. By performing this test, it is possible to investigate whether causality exists 

between two or more variables in a time series. However, despite of the name of the test, it does not 

actually test for literal causality of the variables. A more appropriate description is that it tests for 

correlation between the current value of one variable and the past value of other variables, using 

empirical data. A multivariate VAR model that consists of 2 equations has the following structure: 



𝑦1𝑡 = 𝛼10 + 𝛽11𝑦1𝑡−1 + 𝛽12𝑦2𝑡−1 + 𝛾11𝑦1𝑡−2 + 𝛾12𝑦2𝑡−2 + 𝛿11𝑦1𝑡−3 + 𝛿12𝑦2𝑡−3

+ 𝑢1𝑡 

𝑦2𝑡 = 𝛼20 + 𝛽21𝑦1𝑡−1 + 𝛽22𝑦2𝑡−1 + 𝛾21𝑦1𝑡−2 + 𝛾22𝑦2𝑡−2 + 𝛿21𝑦1𝑡−3 + 𝛿22𝑦2𝑡−3

+ 𝑢2𝑡 

In this bivariate formula, y denotes the maximum number of lagged observations. The null hypothesis 

of this test is that all regression coefficients of 𝑦1𝑡  are null, meaning that they equal 0 and therefore 

no correlation can be assumed between them. This hypothesis can be interpreted as previous lags of 

observations do not explain the current observations and variables. The alternative hypothesis states 

that there is a correlation between the regression coefficients and as a result, previous observations 

have a causal link to the current ones. To reach the conclusion of rejection of the null hypothesis, 

there must be a p – value lower than 0.05 in a confidence level of 95%. This hypothesis is tested with 

the F – statistic, which has the following formula: 

𝐹 =  
(𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑅− 𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑅)

𝑞

𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑅
𝑛−𝑘

 

If the null hypothesis is rejected and causality is accepted, it is safe to say that in the aforementioned 

equations of 𝑦1 and 𝑦2, if the first causes the latter, then the lags of 𝑦1 should be significant in the 

second equation and vice versa. Bi – directional causality can also be a result. This method is 

especially useful in this current methodology, since it will allow to draw the conclusion if the financial 

markets indices are correlated during the crisis periods. 

The second method that will be used to obtain the results from the VAR model is the Impulse 

Response Function. Impulse responses are used in dynamic systems by being the output when these 

systems are presented with an input signal or shock. By utilizing this method, it is possible to observe 

the responsiveness of the depended variable in a VAR model, when in each variable a shock is 

introduced. In order to study the behavior of each of the dependent variables, this unit shock is 

applied to the error of each variable separately. To better explain the impulse response procedure, a 

bivariate VAR model with 2 equations: 

𝑦1𝑡 = 𝛽10 + 𝛽11𝑦1𝑡−1 + 𝛼11𝑦2𝑡−1 + 𝑢1𝑡 

𝑦2𝑡 = 𝛽20 + 𝛽21𝑦2𝑡−1 + 𝛼21𝑦1𝑡−1 + 𝑢2𝑡 

Then, if a unit shock is applied, for example, in the error 𝑢1𝑡, then this error will immediately alter the 

𝑦1  variable. This will also cause a chain effect on 𝑦2 since this variable is linked to the first equation 

and it will also change 𝑦1  again during the next lag. With impulse responses it is possible to examine 

the duration and intensity of the effects of a unit shock on all of the system’s variables. 

Furthermore, the last bivariate VAR model that is illustrated below, provides a clearer explanation for 

the specific methodology: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝐴1𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝑢𝑡 



In this model, A1 is the theoretical matrix [
0.2 0.4
0.0 0.1

]. With this matrix in mind it is feasible now to 

write the VAR model analytically: [
𝑦1𝑡

𝑦2𝑡
] =  [

0.2 0.4
0.0 0.1

] [
𝑦1𝑡−1

𝑦2𝑡−2
] + [

𝑢1𝑡

𝑢2𝑡
]. At time t = 0, a unit shock is 

applied to 𝑢1𝑡 which can be written as 𝑦0 = [
𝑢10

𝑢20
] = [

1
0

]. It is clear now that in the second matrix of 

the above equation the unit shock that has been applied is displayed by the number 1. To examine 

how the whole system will transform under the effect of this unit shock, the next step is to multiply 

the values of the A1 matrix with the matrix of shocks. Therefore, at time t=1:  

𝑦1 = 𝐴1𝑦0 =  [
0.2 0.4
0.0 0.1

] [
1
0

] = [
0.2
0

]. 

Multiplying the matrices, the conclusion is drawn that the unit shock applied to 𝑢1𝑡 has an immediate 

effect only to the first variable. This happens because the 0.0 value in the A1 matrix indicates that the 

second variable is not affected by the past values of the first variable. Consequently, it is not affected 

by the unit shock. 

Moving on to time t=2, multiplying the A1 matrix with the latest results obtained for the u1: 𝑦2 =

𝐴1𝑦1 = [
0.4 0.3
0.0 0.2

] [
0.2
0

] = [
0.08

0
]. It can be observed that the shock has a lower value of 0.08 instead 

of 0.2 that was the previous result. Gradually, as time t passes the shock will tend to equal 0. In this 

particular example the unit shock will not have any effect on the second variable whatsoever. 

Repeating the procedure, the effect a unit shock to y2t at time t=0. Using the exact same formula, the 

only thing that changes is in the error matrix: 𝑦0 = [
𝑢10

𝑢20
] = [

0
1

]. Multiplying the matrixes again, at 

time t=1: 𝑦1 = 𝐴1𝑦0 =  [
0.2 0.4
0.0 0.1

] [
0
1

] = [
0.4
0.1

]. It is now clear that a unit shock on the second variable 

will have an effect on both variables. At time t=2: 𝑦2 = 𝐴1𝑦1 = [
0.2 0.4
0.0 0.1

] [
0.4
0.1

] . = [
0.48
0.1

]. Since both 

variables are affected, it is confirmed that the first variable is tied to the past values of the second 

variable. Finally, it is worth noting that gradual decline of the shock values as time t moves forward is 

noticeable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 5 

Real data examination 
In this chapter, 4 financial indices are thoroughly examined in order to understand the level of 

influence that the Subprime Mortgage Crisis of 2008, as well as the international health crisis of Covid 

– 19 had on these indices which represent the financial markets. The group of indices that are tested 

consist of BEL20, which is a financial market index from Belgium, the Hong Kong based Hang Seng 

Index or HSI, Mexico’s largest financial index, MXX and finally USA’s NASDAQ. As mentioned in the 

first chapter, the examination is split for the periods during the financial turbulence, as well as the 

period that precedes it. This 4 – period examination provides the ability to study the financial markets 

before the crisis, during a period without financial hardships, but also during the peak of the financial 

turmoil. Therefore, the data for these 4 indices stretch from 1/1/2005 to 31/12/2007 for the pre – 

crisis of 2008 and from 1/1/2008 to 31/12/2009 for the period regarding the crisis. Additionally, the 

pre – Covid era is studied between 1/1/2018 to 31/12/2019, while the last examination concerns the 

duration of the pandemic for a 2 – year period, ranging from 1/1/2020 to 31/12/2021. These 4 

periods should provide an important overview of the financial markets situation that takes place 

during anxious times. 

In order to begin the analysis, it is essential to mention that the first step is to convert the non – 

stationary data, which is the financial market values, into their logarithmic differences, which are 

essentially the returns. After creating the logarithmic differences, it is easy to perform some 

important statistical tests to obtain some insight about the quality of the specific market. First of all, a 

histogram is necessary to observe the indices’ skewness and kurtosis, in order to understand the 

nature of the market. More specifically, the histogram can provide the means to check if a market is 

aimed for speculation or long – term investment. Secondly, to verify this result, a correlogram is built 

to check of the lags of the previous days are statistically significant. If this is the case, then 

autocorrelation is present among the variables. These statistical test aim to show the reaction of each 

different market during the periods of crisis, qualitatively. 

Furthermore, a TGARCH model is constructed for each of the 4 indices, for all the periods in question, 

to show if the indices had presented volatility clustering and / or leverage, in order to grasp the level 

of risk during such times. Finally, the correlations between all indices are given for all periods again. 

It is also worth noting that since the 4 financial markets tested are from countries that have different 

currencies, their graphs also present different values regarding the height of each currency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Descriptive statistics and TGARCH methodology 

Pre – period of Subprime Mortgage Crisis, 1/1/2005 to 31/12/2007 

The 4 indices show the following tables regarding their values during the pre – period of the Subprime 

Mortgage Crisis.  

 

It is clear that the above tables do not represent stationary data. Non – stationarity does not allow for 

statistical testing and therefore it is essential to convert the data to stationary, as mentioned before. 

The following graphs present the aforementioned data converted into their logarithmic differences, 

meaning stationary ones.  

 

 



DLBEL20 

As can be seen by the graphs, during the pre – mortgage crisis period the financial markets returns do 

not present very extreme observations, with the exception of Belgium’s BEL20 index, which shows a 

huge spike in the fourth quarter of 2007. This could be attributed to a number of reasons, or more 

specifically because of the rapid decline of BEL20’s value, as seen in the first group of non – stationary 

tables. Moreover, a slight increase of volatility can be spotted on the Hang Seng index during late 

2007, again in the final quarter. 

Since the stationary data tables are established, it is feasible now to proceed to the statistical tests for 

all 4 indices during this period. Starting with the BEL20 index, the following histogram provides more 

useful information about the specific index.  

 

First of all, it can be seen that BEL20 does not resemble a random distribution. This means that it is 

possible for investors to aim for speculation, as this histogram is not indicative of a large – cap index. 

Moreover, drawing more information from the above figure, Skewness has a value of -0.08, which is 

lower than 0, meaning that BEL20 is more likely to have negative returns instead of revenue. Finally, 

Kurtosis is much above the threshold of 3, with a value of 33.21, while Jarque – Bera value far exceeds 

the appropriate value of 5.99. Both values are 

clear indications that this index is of high risk, 

since it does not follow the normal distribution 

whatsoever.  

The correlogram for the BEL20 index, presents 36 

lags, most of which have a probability percentage 

less than 5%, meaning that the autocorrelations 

are statistically significant. This statistical 

significance can be interpreted as utilization of 

previous observations from the investors in order 

to negotiate present values. A clear indication of 

speculation again. However, it can be observed 

that the last observations are not statistically 

significant, therefore not all lags can be utilized 

for future predictions. 

 



DLHSI 

Moving to the histogram of the log differences of the Hang Seng Index, it is visible that this index has 

a much lower risk level than BEL20. Observing the histogram, there is indication of more normality 

and randomness. This time, Kurtosis has a value of 5.99, which is very close to 3. Moreover, the 

Jarque – Bera index is much higher than its theoretical threshold value of 5.99, with 280.76. 

Nevertheless, since real data are involved, it can be considered as very close to normality and 

randomness. This is a much larger capitalization index not targeted for speculation. 

 

From Hang Seng’s correlogram, it can be 

observed that the only first two 

autocorrelation lags have a probability of 

more than 5%, meaning that potential 

investors would take into account the lags 

referring to previous days in order to 

negotiate, except for the first 2. This means 

that this index also has some potential for 

speculation. However, before the 2008 

Subprime Mortgage Crisis, the Hang Seng 

Index did not present extreme levels of 

risk. 

 

 

 

 



DLΜXX 

The third examination for the pre – period of 2008 crisis concerns Mexico’s financial index MXX. As 

can be seen from the following histogram, the logarithmic differences present a distribution that is 

very close to normality. The 5.18 value of Kurtosis is really close to the threshold of 3, showing a 

lesser level of risk that that of the previous index, the HSI. Jarque – Bera has a relatively low value of 

147.97, which indicates that this index does not stray from normality substantially. 

 

 

Also, the correlogram presents probabilities 

that are lower than 5%, meaning that they are 

statistically significant, notably at the first 2 

autocorrelations and some of the middle ones. 

This can be explained since the MXX index 

approaches the normal distribution, but there is 

also a low level of risk and possibility for 

speculation involved.  The previous days’ 

pattern may prove significant for some 

investors, although this index can be 

characterized as high – cap index. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DLNASDAQ 

The final index for examination for the pre mortgage crisis period is the United States’ NASDAQ 

Composite index. As can be observed by its histogram, this is the closest to normality and randomness 

index out of all, for a period absent of financial turmoil. Its values indicate that this large capitalization 

index provides little risk and, therefore, speculation possibility. To be more specific, it is clear that 

Kurtosis has a value of 3.86, which is very close to 3, meaning that the returns of this index almost 

follow the normal distribution. Furthermore, Jarque – Bera has the lowest value, 27, of all the 

previous respective values, confirming the normality of this specific index. There is no doubt that 

NASDAQ offered little to no risk before the crisis. 

 

The aforementioned conclusion can be verified 

by the correlogram, since all probabilities of the 

autocorrelations present a value larger than 5%, 

indicating that previous days had no important 

part in current day’s negotiations for the 

investors. This fact further proves the low risk 

that NASDAQ offered before the commence of 

the turbulent period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TGARCH models 

Before proceeding to build the TGARCH models for all 4 indices for the period before the 2008 

financial crisis, it is essential to note again the TGARCH model formula: 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡
2 + 휀𝑡 ,     휀𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡

2)   

𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝑎𝑜 + 𝑎1휀𝑡−1

2 + 𝑎2휀𝑡−2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑝휀𝑡−𝑝

2 + 𝛽1𝜎𝑡−1
2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑞𝜎𝑡−𝑞

2 + 𝛾1휀𝑡−1
2 𝐼(𝜀𝑡−1<0) 

The usefulness of this model comes from the fact that it is needed in order to understand the 

magnitude of the crisis impact on each index. During TGARCH examination, it must be considered that 

the z – Statistic is the factor that shows the statistical significance of each component of the model. If 

any component is found to have no statistical significance, then the model is reduced from TGARCH to 

its simpler form, TARCH, with the formula converted into the following: 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡
2 + 휀𝑡 ,     휀𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡

2)   

𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝑎𝑜 + 𝑎1휀𝑡−1

2 + 𝑎2휀𝑡−2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑝휀𝑡−𝑝

2 + 𝛾1휀𝑡−1
2 𝐼(𝜀𝑡−1<0). 

However, the reduction process continues if no statistical significance is found once again, into the 

simplest ARCH model: 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡
2 + 휀𝑡 ,     휀𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑡

2)   

𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝑎𝑜 + 𝑎1휀𝑡−1

2 + 𝑎2휀𝑡−2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑝휀𝑡−𝑝

2 . 

It should be reminded that the TGARCH model can explain the leverage phenomenon, along with 

volatility clustering, which indicates that risk is highly variable and not constant. 

Beginning with the DLBEL variable, the following full TGARCH model is presented: 

TGARCH                     

In this model, all coefficients are statistically 

significant, since they exceed the 1.96 

threshold in 5% significance level, in absolute 

values. The 𝑎1 coefficient represents the 

volatility clustering, meaning than the risk is 

concentrated on specific clusters, regarding 

time periods. However, in the case of BEL 20, 

this coefficient has a negative value. The 

negative value means that this specific 

TGARCH model must be reduced into a 

TARCH and examine the statistical 

significance of its coefficients. 

 

 

 



TARCH      ARCH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The TARCH model that is constructed shows a statistically significant 𝛾1 coefficient that represents 

leverage. However, the 𝑎1 coefficient shows a z – Statistic lower than 1.96. The non – statistical 

significance of this coefficient indicates that the model must be transformed into a simple ARCH. As 

can be seen, the ARCH model shows a statistically significant 𝛼1 coefficient that has a value of 0.12. 

This value represents the level of volatility clustering regarding the period before the 2008 crisis for 

the BEL20 index. 

Continuing with DLHSI, the returns of the Hang Seng Index, the following models are built: 

TGARCH             TARCH 

 

It is obvious that in the TGARCH model the 𝛽1 coefficient is not statistically significant, since its z – 

Statistic has a value of 0.51, which is much lower than 1.96. Moreover, the constant of this model 

seems of no statistical significance as well. The TGARCH model is transformed into a TARCH, where it 

can be seen that both the 𝑎1 and 𝛾1 coefficients are not statistically significant, therefore the model is 

converted to a simple ARCH. 

ARCH 

In this particular ARCH model it is observed that the 

𝑎1 coefficient has a relatively low value, meaning 

that there is no notable volatility clustering in this 

financial index during the pre – 2008 crisis. The 

ARCH model confirms that there is no significant 



variable risk. It is also obvious that there is no leverage, since the TARCH model has been reduced. 

The MXX financial index presents the following models: 

TGARCH         TARCH 

 

 

ARCH 

The procedure for the returns of Mexico’s 

index MXX starts with the conversion of the 

TGARCH model into a TARCH, because of 

the lack of statistical significance of the 𝑎1 

coefficient of the initial model. Moreover, 

the same measure is taken once again due 

to the repeated insignificance of the same 

coefficient in the TARCH model, so 

eventually the simple ARCH shows that 

there is no volatility clustering or leverage 

in this index. This fact further confirms that 

before the crisis, the MXX index had no 

varying risk, but the risk was mostly random. This is expected from a large capitalization index. 

Finally, concluding the analysis for the period before the mortgage crisis, the models for the largest 

index of the sample, NASDAQ Composite, are presented: 

TGARCH              TARCH 



 

ARCH 

As with the previous index examination, 

NASDAQ’s analysis follows the same steps that 

conclude in a simple ARCH model, where it is 

clear again that the phenomena of volatility 

clustering and, of course, leverage, are absent. 

Since this index has presented the lowest risk 

and the closest to normality distribution 

compared to all other indices, it is logical that it 

shows no volatility clustering. 

 

 

Concluding the analysis for the years before the financial crisis of 2008, the above table provides 

information about the correlations between the indices during this period. It is clear that all indices 

have little to no correlations between them and even some of them present negative values. 

 

Subprime Mortgage Crisis, 1/1/2008 to 31/12/2009 

The analysis that took place for the previous period are also be followed for the period for which the 

Subprime Mortgage Crisis began in the United States. The same procedure will shed light to the way 

that those aforementioned indices altered, following the financial turmoil.  

The statistical test that were conducted in the preceding period are applied here as well. First and 

foremost, it is crucial to present the values of the 4 indices during these 2 years, as well as their 

logarithmic differences. The conversion of the values to logarithmic differences is essential, since 

stationarity is vital in order to proceed to testing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



As can be seen from the above compilation of graphs, all 4 indices had a dramatic plunge before the 

fourth quarter of 2008 and during the first quarter of 2009. Inspecting the above graphs, one can 

observe that most if the indices start to recover sometime during early 2009. However, BEL20’s 

recovery is nowhere near this significant, since it does not seem to reach similar value levels that had 

before the crisis. The rest of the indices seem to also not reach their previous levels, except Mexico’s 

financial index that shows a miraculous recovery. This course of events will be thoroughly examined 

through the statistical tests and TGARCH models. As mentioned before, it is vital to convert the non – 

stationary data into stationary ones. The log differences of these values assist to this end. 

 

The stationary observations reveal the times that volatility peaked between early 2008 and late 2009 

and as can be seen, volatility patterns are very similar for each index. It is notable that the levels of 

volatility reached by the 3 indices corresponding to larger capitalization markers are very similar to 

those of BEL20. In some cases, more risk is also spotted. As noted by the values reached, it can be 

confirmed that the risk during this period skyrocketed to unprecedented heights. 

DLBEL20 

The below histogram presents a much more normal distribution than before. However, Skewness 

remains almost the same as before, with Kurtosis presenting a value that indicates randomness. It is 

also worth noting that Jarque – Bera has a value of 194.21, which is far lower than its last counterpart, 

which had a spectacular price of 28,948.69 that indicated no normality whatsoever.  Since BEL20 is a 

high risk index, it seems that the financial turbulence does not add to this risk, but instead it 

normalizes the distribution.  

 

 

 



The correlogram for BEL20 shows autocorrelations 

that are not statistically significant, at least for the 

first 7 lags, since their probabilities are larger than 

5%. This fact shows that the risk does not allow 

investors to take into consideration the first 7 days 

in order to negotiate. This is a significant difference 

regarding the previous results where all lags were of 

statistical significance, except the very last ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DLHSI 

The Hang Seng Index projects a random distribution, taking into consideration the histogram, but this 

time the values of the histogram indicate a very minor drift from the values of pre – crisis histogram. 

More specifically, Kurtosis’ value of 6.81 is marginally greater than 5.99 that the previous respective 

histogram presented, though it still is considered as normal. Furthermore, the same applies for Jarque 

– Bera, which is 300 here. In the earlier examination, the same index had a similar value of 180.76, 

which is somewhat closer to the 5.99 normality threshold. Overall, there is no remarkable difference 

between these 2 periods. 

 

 

 



It is also worth noting that the correlogram shows 

that the autocorrelations are not statistically 

significant, except from some lags in the middle of 

the month. Contrary to the previous correlogram 

that allowed predictions based on previous lags, 

this one shows that during the crisis periods it was 

not possible to aim for speculation. Despite the 

increased risk during this period, this index 

returned to normality quite fast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DLMXX 

The histogram of the log differences of Mexico’s index is presented below: 

 

The histogram shows again observations that seem to follow a normal distribution, as they did before, 

but upon further inspection, it can be observed that Kurtosis and Jarque – Bera have slightly inflated 

values. Kurtosis has an increased value of 6.49, which was 5.18 before the crisis, while Jarque – Bera 

measures at 261.66 instead of its previous value of 147.97. This low level increase shows that during 

the couple years of crisis the risk and volatility had risen to a certain degree. 



 

The correlogram for the MXX show that most of 

the probabilities have a percentage lower than 

5%, indicating that information of the previous 

days counts towards predicting present day’s 

value. However, this can be observed more on 

the later lags. Overall the correlogram does not 

show significant alterations from the results of 

the one that was calculated for before the 2008 

crisis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DLNASDAQ 

The final analysis for the duration of the first 2 years of the financial crisis concerns the log differences 

of NASDAQ Composite. The following histogram shows a level of normality that has a significant 

distance from the previous one. There is higher Kurtosis than before, with 6.36 against 3.86 that was 

before. However, the most significant change comes in the Jarque – Bera value, which is much higher 

than before, equaling 237.97 against is previous value of 27. This is a clear indication of the decline in 

normality and randomness, while it also shows how the significant more risk affected this index.  

 

 



This time the correlogram shows that all 

probabilities have are statistically significant, a fact 

that clearly denotes increased risk and volatility 

levels. This is a strong departure from the previous 

correlogram for NASDAQ, since the former showed 

that autocorrelations had no significance. The 

conclusion can be drawn that this index was 

affected the most from the crisis, solely depending 

on the information given by the histogram and 

correlogram. 

 

TGARCH models 

As studied before, the TGARCH models will assist in estimating the level of change that took place in 

these 4 indices during the crisis years. 

Starting with Belgium’s BEL20 index, the models are presented below: 

TGARCH TARCH  

 

 

 

 

 



ARCH 

The non - statistical significance of the 

TGARCH and TARCH models respectively 

pushes for reduction into a simple ARCH 

model, where can be seen that the 𝑎1 

coefficient has a value of 0.34, which is a 

sufficient number to assume that there is in 

fact some volatility clustering in this sample. 

This means that during this period there 

was increased variable risk. 

 

  

Continuing the examination with the Hang Seng Index, the respective tables are seen below: 

TGARCH                                                                         TARCH 

 

ARCH 

As can be seen, there is no leverage on the Hang 

Seng Index during the crisis period, since the 

TGARCH and GARCH models are not statistically 

significant. However, there is a minor indication 

of volatility clustering. This is expected since the 

information drawn from the histogram showed a 

slight increase in risk and volatility, a fact that can 

also be confirmed by the ARCH model. 

 

 

The third index for the examination of the 2008 crisis is the MXX, which is analyzed in the following 

models: 

 



TGARCH  TARCH 

 

ARCH 

The same conclusion can be drawn also for 

the MXX, since the TGARCH model is 

eventually converted into a simple ARCH, 

where no leverage can be found, but there is 

a small indication for volatility clustering. 

Since there was no volatility clustering 

observed during the pre – crisis period, these 

new findings can be backed by the histogram, 

where a slight differentiation from normality 

is seen. However, the crisis has not affected 

this particular index in a large scale, but 

ultimately there is a minor increase in risk. 

The last index to be tested again is the NASDAQ Composite, with its respective models: 

TGARCH           TARCH 

 

 

 



ARCH 

Regarding the increased risk that was 

observed in the histogram of the NASDAQ 

index, the ARCH model verifies that indeed 

risk and volatility were present during the 

crisis. The 𝑎1 coefficient shows a statistically 

significant value of 0.19, which is notably 

higher than the 0.076 value of the ARCH 

corresponding to the period before the crisis. 

There is no tremendous change to the point 

of leverage introduction, but the growth of 

risk indicates some level of volatility clustering 

even in this large capitalization index. 

Concluding the analysis for the 2008 crisis, it is essential to present the correlations between those 

indices in order to spot if any increase is made during this period.

 

The most significant change that can be noted is the rise in correlation between MXX and NASDAQ 

from a former negative value of -0.05 to a positive 0.11. This can be justified since these 2 markets are 

of close proximity and therefore one can affect the other in a more impactful and direct way than 

others in geographically completely non – related markets. 

Pre – period of Covid – 19 pandemic crisis, 1/1/2018 to 31/12/2019 

The case of the Covid – 19 pandemic is an especially peculiar case, since this health crisis that 

emerged in late 2019 in China and spread during early 2020 worldwide, impacted the financial 

markets globally. The procedures and tests conducted before are also applied for this period, in order 

to later reach a conclusion about the effect of this turbulence on the financial markets. 

First and foremost, it is essential to start the statistical tests for each index again, following the same 

order. After this step, the TGARCH models are used again to confirm the results of the histograms and 

correlograms. 

Before proceeding, it must be noted again that the observations must be converted into log 

differences in order to be stationary. The values of the indices during this period are shown in the 

following graph: 



 

The non – stationary observations show inconsistent and unstable behavior, especially hsi, mxx and 

nasdaq. It seems that the HSI noted a severe drop during late 2008 and did not recover to the same 

level by the end of 2009. The same can also be said for MXX. However, BEL20 and NASDAQ follow a 

similar pattern, where they also face a huge decline during late 2018, but they present a clear 

recovery shortly after. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The converted stationary observations show that during this period BEL20 had the lowest volatility 

levels, while the other 3 had some periods of increased risk and volatility, but did not present extreme 

observations throughout the whole period of early 2018 to late 2019. 

 

 



DLBEL 

 

For BEL20, the descriptive tests show that during the pre – pandemic period it followed a very normal 

and random distribution. This is a very different result than the 2008 and prior periods where BEL20 

was a highly volatile index. Kurtosis and Jarque – Bera 

have values that are clearly related to a normal 

distribution. 

This histogram can be also backed by the 

correlogram, which shows that not a single 

autocorrelation is statistically significant, a 

characteristic of random distribution. This is an 

extraordinary shift from the volatile index that was 

during the previous examinations. 

 

 

 

 

 

DLHSI 

 



With very similar values with the previously tested histogram of BEL20, HSI follows the normal 

distribution as well. However, the distribution is even more normal than the period preceding the 

2008 financial crisis. 

The same results are drawn from the correlogram, where it 

can be seen that the autocorrelations are not statistically 

significant, therefore no increased volatility can be 

observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DLMXX 

 

The histogram for the MXX shows a less normal distribution than of those 2 before and also less 

normal than its predecessor in pre – 2008 crisis, that had Kurtosis equaling 5.18 and Jarque – Bera 

147.97. Instead, in this period’s histogram Jarque – Bera has a value of 484.78, meaning that it strays 

more from the previous levels of randomness. 

The correlogram indicates that almost all of the 

autocorrelations are statistically significant, except some 

of the middle ones. This means that during this period 

there was in fact increased volatility and risk. The results 

differ in a certain degree from the results given in the 

correlogram of the MXX before the start of the 2008 

crisis, when the index followed a more normal 

distribution. 

 



DLNASDAQ 

 

Upon first inspection, there is no deviation from the random 

distribution, but the values of Jarque – Bera and Kurtosis 

indicate that there is less normality than its previous 

counterpart tested for the pre – 2008 period.  

Morevover, the correlogram shows no statistical significance 

for the first 5 autocorrelations, while the rest are significant. 

The difference from the pre – 2008 period is visible, because 

in that period no autocorrelations were significant. It seems 

that during 2018 to 2019 NASDAQ offered more risk than it 

did before a decade. 

 

 

 

TGARCH models 

The same procedure as before is followed, in order to understand the level of risk that each index 

presented during the pre – pandemic period. 

Starting with BEL20, the models are shown below: 

TGARCH          TARCH 

 



ARCH 

It is clear that with the activity of reduction of 

the models due to some components being 

statistically non – significant, BEL 20 is 

represented by a simple ARCH model that 

shows no notorious level of volatility clustering. 

This is to be expected since the previous 

histogram and correlogram showed that this 

index’s logarithmic returns followed a normal 

distribution during 2018 to 2019. 

 

 

Moving to the second index, HSI, the same methodology is applied: 

TGARCH         TARCH 

 
ARCH 

Once again, there is no significant risk or 

volatility clustering whatsoever associated with 

HSI and this ARCH model verifies the results 

provided by the histogram and the correlogram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The next index is Mexico’s MXX: 

TGARCH  TARCH 

 

ARCH 

This time, the ARCH model shows that there is a 

substantial value for the 𝑎1 coefficient, which is 

also statistically significant, in order to spot a level 

of volatility clustering. This can be backed by the 

histogram and also the correlogram, which both 

showed that during this period HSI had somewhat 

increased risk. Overall, there are no extreme levels 

of volatility, however, there are indications of a 

certain degree of risk involved during this time. 

 

Finally, concluding this time period, the NASDAQ index is examined: 

TGARCH                     TARCH 

 

 

 



ARCH 

Again the ARCH for the pre – Covid period 

regarding the NASDAQ index shows that there 

is, in fact, a degree of volatility clustering and 

increased risk. It is not, however, significant to 

a concerning level, since the histogram showed 

a normal distribution altogether. 

 

 

 

Concluding the analysis for the 2 years before the Covid – 19 pandemic, it is essential to show the 

correlations among the 4 indices. 

 

As can be observed, the most correlated indices are MXX and NASDAQ. This result was also given for 

the 2008 period of financial crisis. However, this time they are even more correlated, with a value of 

0.209. It is clear that these 2 markets that exist in the same region are more correlated than others of 

different continents. 

 

The Covid – 19 pandemic, 1/1/2020 to 31/12/2021 

The last part of data analysis with this method concerns a two – year period from the start of 2020, 

when the Covid – 19 outbreak started spreading all over the world, to the end of 2021. It is a 

sufficient time period in order to distinguish the level of change of the financial markets behavior 

from the pre – pandemic period to some years later. Starting the analysis, descriptive statistics with 

histograms and correlograms take place, as well as TGARCH models that may gradually be converted 

into ARCH models if some components are found not to be statistically significant. 

However, first and foremost, the values of the 4 indices need to be shown, as well as their log 

differences, in order to have a clear picture about the markets’ course through time. 



 

As can be seen from the above graphs, all indices showed a large fall during the first quarter of 2020, 

just when the pandemic transmitted globally. However, all indices seem to recover substantially 

during the later months, except HSI. This particular index notes a decline during early 2020 and rises 

right after, but at the closing months of 2021 it drops again to a similar rate of that of the pandemic 

spread. 

 

The stationary observations show that the most dramatic volatility is generated in BEL20 and 

NASDAQ. The most extreme observations are a clear sign of the effect of the pandemic. Moreover, 

HSI appears to be the less affected from the pandemic, since its volatility seems relatively stable. 

Finally, MXX has the same effects with BEL20 and NASDAQ, but with nowhere near extreme 

observations. 

 



DLBEL20 

BEL20’s histogram below makes it clear that this index had remarkably increased risk during the Covid 

– 19 period, since it appears to have a distance from the normal distribution, as can also be seen from 

Kurtosis and Jarque – Bera. The 22.85 and 8,717.49 values respectively show a transformation of a 

stable index, before the spread of the outbreak, to a volatile one in the last 2 years. 

 

The correlogram has statistically significant 

autocorrelations for all lags except the first 5. This is 

a significant turn for this index, since the 

correlogram for the 2 years prior did not show any 

significant autocorrelations whatsoever. The effect 

of the pandemic is clear in this occasion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DLHSI 

The descriptive tests for HSI exhibit an index that was not affected significantly by the pandemic. First 

of all, the histogram optically indicates a random distribution, while Kurtosis and Jarque – Bera have 

very similar values to those of the pre- pandemic period.  



 

Also, the correlogram displays the exact same results 

with the previous non – crisis period, which also had 0 

statistically significant autocorrelations. Both of these 

tests show the minimal effect of the pandemic to the 

Hong Kong financial market. This may be attributed to 

the measures taken early by the Chinese, in order to 

contain the pandemic and limit its consequences. 

 

DLMXX 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This time, the histogram for Mexico’s index indicates that again it follows the normal distribution with 

Kurtosis and Jarque – Bera values that tend to normality eve more that the pre – Covid – 19 years. 



Also, the correlogram gives no statistically significant 

autocorrelations, contrary to the previous correlogram 

that showed that some lags were significant. These 

descriptive statistics highly indicate that the MXX index 

was not severely affected by the pandemic, but refrained 

from the huge risk that affected other indices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DLNASDAQ 

 

Beginning with the histogram, it is observable that 

during the Covid – 19 pandemic, NASDAQ changed to a 

significant degree regarding the risk and volatility. 

Kurtosis and Jarque – Bera have higher values than 

those for 2 years prior, with Kurtosis equaling 13.40 

against 5.67 that was before and Jarque – Bera equaling 

2,355.90 against 167.58. Furthermore, the correlogram 

indicates that all autocorrelations are statistically 

significant, something that was not true before. This 

change shows the pandemic has seriously influenced 

the behavior of this market, significantly increasing its 

risk and volatility. 

 

 



TGARCH models 

The same methodology with TGARCH models is applied for a last time to estimate the level of risk and 

volatility that each index possessed during the outbreak period. 

Starting with the BEL20 index: 

TGARCH          TARCH 

 

ARCH  

Despite the data of histogram and correlogram, 

the ARCH model does not display any indication 

of volatility clustering, or in any case the 

phenomenon of leverage. 

 

 

 

 

Continuing with the Hang Seng Index: 

TGARCH      TARCH 

 

 



ARCH 

The ARCH model for the HSI index again 

presents no volatility clustering. This is to be 

expected since the HSI initially did not 

manifest any extreme observations nor show 

any impactful risk increase during the 

pandemic.  

 

 

 

Moving on to MXX: 

TGARCH                            TARCH 

                  

The results of the TARCH model for MXX point to the existence of leverage, although this is contrary 

to the descriptive statistics that took place before. The MXX did not appear to be influenced on this 

great degree at first. 

The last examination concerns the NASDAQ index: 

TGARCH      TARCH  

 



ARCH 

The ARCH model for NASDAQ clearly manifests a 

substantially significant coefficient regarding 

volatility clustering, a fact that can be backed 

from the previous descriptive statistics, since they 

showed increased risk and volatility. It must be 

noted, that this coefficient is higher than the 

previous one, meaning that the risk is adjectively 

greater. 

 

Finalizing the analysis with the TGARCH models for the periods before both the crisis started and for 

the duration for all 4 indices, once again the correlations of the indices are given below, in order to 

observe which indices were correlated during the last period. 

 

This table of correlations shows that both NASDAQ and MXX were correlated with HSI during the 

pandemic period, to a greater degree than the years before. Furthermore, there is also a high 

correlation between NASDAQ and BEL20, while correlation between NASDAQ and MXX seems to 

decrease during this time. 

 

VAR methodology 

The research continues with the methodology that was mentioned in the previous chapter. A VAR 

model is built for each of the 4 periods tested before that includes all 4 indices for each period. The 

variables are tested for Granger causality in order to find if they are correlated during each period, 

while the impulse response methodology assists in illustrating the responsiveness of each variable 

when an external change or shock is introduced. As mentioned in Chapter 4, a unit shock is applied to 

the error term of each of the depended variables in order to see the reaction of the system. 

 

Pre – period of Subprime Mortgage Crisis, 1/1/2005 to 31/12/2007 

The examination begins yet again for the pre – 2008 financial crisis, with the data used previously. 

Before building the VAR model for this period, it is crucial to set the appropriate number of lags.  

 

 



 

By setting the maximum lag order as 8, the Akaike (AIC), Schwarz Bayesian (BIC) and Hannah – Quinn 

criteria all point out that the optimum number of lags is 1. 

 

The VAR model is constructed with lag order 1 since that is the value indicated by the criteria. It 

should be noted that the variables are inserted into the VAR system by order of significance. To be 

more specific, equation 1 and 2 consist of the log differences of NASDAQ and MXX respectively, since 

the United States are the place that the 2008 crisis started from. The third and fourth equation 

represent the BEL20 index and the Hang Seng Index respectively. It should also be noted that the F – 

tests define Granger causality, 

meaning that if they display a p – 

value that is lower than 0.1, the null 

hypothesis of no correlation 

between present and past lags of 

Granger causality is rejected and it is 

assumed that there is, in fact 

correlation between them. 

As can be seen from the table 

regarding Equation 1, no Granger 

causality exists between the 

variables of the other indices that 

affect the lags of NASDAQ during this 

period. However, for the same time frame it can be observed that BEL20 had a causal relationship 

with the MXX index, meaning that previous lags of BEL20 affected the behavior of MXX. No other 

variable affected Mexico’s index for the examined years before 2008. 



 

Regarding Belgium’s BEL20 index, it is clear 

that it is affected by previous lags of itself 

and also by MXX. The correlogram for 

BEL20 for the 3 years prior to 2008 

showed that indeed the lags were 

statistically significant, therefore it verifies 

the Granger causality result. Finally, the 

equation for the Hang Seng Index in the 

table below shows that HSI is not Granger 

– caused by any other index. 

 

Continuing with the Impulse Response methodology, the results of shocks applied to NASDAQ index 

are analyzed, regarding the reactions of the other indices. This particular index is considered a 

priority, since the source of the financial Subprime Mortgage Crisis was the United States. 

 

As can be seen from the graphs of impulse 

responses, during the 3 years before the 2008 

financial crisis, a unit shock on NASDAQ would 

have different results in each index. First of all, 

it is noticeable that a unit shock applied on 

NASDAQ has a negative effect on MXX that 

turns into a positive one during the third day, 

creating a reaction that is equalized during the 

first 5, almost, days. Moreover, a different 



result is observed for the BEL20 index, since a shock on the first index initially produces a negative 

result that continues to positive values and then goes back to 0 in a matter of 5 days, the same time 

period with the previous large – capitalization index. Finally, a negative result is also observed on the 

Hang Seng Index, but this time it takes much less in order for the shock effects to be eliminated. It 

should be noted, however, that in 90% confidence band, none of the responses to the shock are 

statistically significant. 

 

Subprime Mortgage Crisis, 1/1/2008 to 31/12/2009 

Continuing with the next period, the examination now focuses on the years of the financial crisis, for 

the couple of years 2008 to the end of 2009. First of all, the lag selection for the VAR model takes 

place, giving the table seen below. 

 

According to the Schwarz Bayesian criterion, the proper lag order should equal 2. This lag order 

number is applied on the VAR model. 

 

The variables are once again added in order of significance and since the 2008 crisis source was the 

United States, the log – differences of NASDAQ are used first. 

The F – tests for the first equation regarding NASDAQ show that this specific index is Granger caused 

by previous lags of itself, as well as by lags of MXX for this specific crisis period, since their respective 

p – values are lower than 0.1. The other 2 

indices, BEL20 and HSI had no effect on 

NASDAQ during this time. The correlogram 

for this index that was analyzed before 

showed statistically significant 

autocorrelations with previous lags, 

confirming the results of VAR’s Granger 

causality examination. 



Below the 3 next equations can be seen, that reflect the results of the VAR models for MXX, BEL20 

and HSI respectively. First and foremost, during the crisis period, MXX is clearly Granger caused by 

NASDAQ and by previous lags of itself. This is expected, since these 2 markets are behaving similarly 

most of the time examined in this thesis. Moreover, the influence of MXX’s previous lags to itself can 

be also confirmed in the correlogram examined before for this time period. 

 

BEL20 is highly affected by lags of MXX and 

HSI, but is clearly not Granger caused by 

itself, as well as by NASDAQ. This is 

especially peculiar, since this highly volatile 

index could be expected to be Granger 

caused by NASDAQ during such times. The 

respective correlogram also showed that at 

least the first 7 lags were of no statistical 

significance. Finally, HSI is not Granger 

caused by any other index, including itself. 

 

 

The impulse response for the MXX index shows the reaction of Mexico’s index to a shock applied in 

NASDAQ during the 200 crisis. As can be seen from the impulse response graph, MXX is affected by a 

shock on NASDAQ in a much more impactful way than before. This time, the response reaches a much 

higher value that also takes considerable more time to normalize again. It should also be noted that 

the response is also statistically significant.The same can be also noted for the for the BEL20 index, 

where a spike is observed that is gradually reduced to 0 completely almost after 8 days. The time that 

the response needs to return to normal is doubled that that of the period before the crisis. This 

response is also statistically significant. 



This is not the case for HSI, as it is observed 

that the response to the shock does not seem 

that extreme as in the previous cases and it 

also is of no statistical significance. However, 

the response is much more intense than the 3 

years before the financial turbulence. 

Overall, during these couple years the impulse 

responses are much more volatile. This is to be 

expected considering the severity of the crisis.  

 

 

Pre – period of Covid – 19 pandemic crisis, 1/1/2018 to 31/12/2019 

For the examination of this specific period the order of the equations is shifting, prioritizing HSI since 

China was the source of the pandemic. For this reason, HSI is inserted first into the VAR model and 

the other indices follow as well. All 3 criteria point out that the optimal lag selection is lag order 1. 

 

 

Equation 1 represents the logarithmic differences of HSI inside the VAR system, where it can be seen 

that during the pre – pandemic period HSI was not Granger caused by any index. This result can be 

verified by the descriptive statistics that took place earlier during this chapter. 



 

However, equation 2 shows that BEL20 is in fact Granger caused by previous lags of itself and by MXX. 

The first conclusion is contrary to the respective descriptive statistics of the same period, where it was 

evident that there was no autocorrelation among the lags. 

 

Observing equation 3, NASDAQ is not Granger caused by any index, but MXX is Granger caused only 

by BEL20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The impulse responses of BEL20, NASDAQ and MXX 

to the shock applied in HSI greatly resemble the 

responses presented during the pre – crisis period 

before 2008. As a matter of fact, the shock has mild 

responses from all indices that are also not 

statistically significant. Furthermore, the responses 

take up to 3 days to be neutralized. 

 

 

 

The Covid – 19 pandemic, 1/1/2020 to 31/12/2021 

Regarding the final period for testing, before commencing the construction of the VAR model, it is 

essential to select the proper number of lag order. As seen below, the Schwarz Bayesian criterion 

shows that the optimal lag order is 2. 



 

Proceeding to the VAR model, the lag order is set to 2, while the variables are inserted into the 

system by the same order they were inserted for the previous period as well, as HSI is prioritized. 

 

The F – tests of the first equation that represents the HSI show that this index was Granger caused by 

itself and MXX, while BEL20 seems to be Granger caused by every other index except from itself. This 

is a significant change since for the pre – Covid period BEL20 presented Granger causality with itself. 

Moving to the last 2 equations, both are Granger caused by some indices with NASDAQ being affected 

by HSI, MXX and itself, while MXX is Granger caused by BEL20 and NASDAQ. However, it is notable 

that MXX is not affected by HSI during this period, especially when every other index is. 



 

Concluding the data analysis with VAR methodology, the last procedure concerns the impulse 

responses of the 4 indices for 2020 to the end of 2021. 

As can be seen from the impulse response of BEL20 to a shock in HSI, the results are notable. On a 

90% confidence band, the statistically significant results indicate a large spike as a reaction to the 

shock that eventually requires almost 12 

days to be normalized. This effect is much 

more serious than the effect that the 

previous shock to NASDAQ had on BEL20 

during the 2008 financial crisis. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              

The almost same results are observed for the case of the reaction of NASDAQ to a shock applied to 

HSI, as it almost requires the same number of days to be neutralized.  

 



However, the impulse response of MXX is quite different, with the shock affecting the index to 

present a more aggressive value that is eventually ironed out, without mimicking the inconsistent 

behavior of the previous 2 indices. Despite this being also statistically significant, the reaction requires 

less days in order to be zeroed. It is clear that the reactions to an HSI shock has much more severe 

reactions of the other indices during the pandemic period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6 

Results 

The examination of the 4 indices showed the effects that the 2 crises had on some of the financial 

markets of the United States, Mexico, Belgium and finally China and to be more specific, Hong Kong. 

In order to better understand the consequences of each crisis, the samples were divided into 4 

periods in total. The first period concerned the 3 years before the start of the 2008 Subprime 

Mortgage Crisis, ranging from early 2005 to the end of 2007. The second period was the immediate 

continuation of the aforementioned, starting from 2008 until the closing month of 2009, including 

data for 2 years in total. Each of the 4 indices was analyzed individually in order to observe its 

behavior during both periods. During the earlier stages of the examination, a TGARCH model was built 

for each index, presenting the nature of the risk involved in each index, along with the descriptive 

statistics that included histograms and correlograms.  

Interestingly enough, during the first part of the analysis that focused on the periods before and 

during the 2008 crisis, the behavior of each index changed in different ways. First of all, before 

turning the non – stationary observations into stationary, all 4 indices showed an almost completely 

increasing in value course, with a minor drop during early 2005. Later, the stationary observations 

indicated that BEL20 presented the most extreme values, while the other indices were less volatile. 

This fact was confirmed shortly after since the histogram, correlogram and TGARCH model for BEL20 

also indicated a risky and highly volatile index. However, the financial crisis seemingly normalized the 

distribution, eventually showing that BEL20 did not become more volatile during such turbulent time. 

Mexico’s financial index, MXX along with HSI and NASDAQ, appeared to be much more stable indices 

before the crisis, with the descriptive statistics displaying distributions that were following normality 

and randomness. This was also backed by the ARCH models that had no evidence of volatility 

clustering or leverage. Nonetheless, all 3 indices appeared more volatile during the crisis, but not by a 

large margin. NASDAQ’s descriptive statistics showed an inflated risk factor, but the changes were of 

no great significance. Overall, the first part of the analysis showed that the larger capitalization 

indices had, in fact, somewhat increased risk that did not reach notable levels, while BEL20 seemed to 

have reduced volatility. 

The pre – crisis period of Covid – 19 showed an inconsistent course of the 4 indices, while their 

stationary observations suggested low volatility for all 4 of them. Furthermore, the descriptive 

statistics along with the ARCH models were also in accordance with this result. However, the 

pandemic severely impacted NASDAQ and BEL20, since all examinations displayed significantly 

increased risk, while their histograms revealed that they drifted away from normality. 

The second part of the examination focused on the VAR methodology and especially on the analysis 

of the 4 periods for all indices regarding Granger causality and impulse responses. For the 2005 – 

2007 timespan, MXX was Granger caused by BEL20, while the latter was Granger caused by MXX and 

by itself. Moreover, the impulse responses showed that a shock on NASDAQ had different effects on 

the other 3 indices that needed almost 5 days to be neutralized. The 2008 crisis, however, indicated 

that all the indices were Granger caused by one another, except HSI which suggested no such 

causality once again. This time, the impulse responses were statistically significant, with the exception 

of HSI. It is notable that all responses require considerably more days in order to nullify. 



Concluding this chapter, for the pre – pandemic period the VAR model showed that BEL20 and MXX 

were Granger caused by each other, while the effects of the impulse responses were very similar to 

those of the period before 2008. Finally, the effects of the pandemic are remarkable, since Granger 

causality is much more evident among the equations, while the impulse responses the HSI shock are 

severely more aggressive. This VAR analysis displayed the significant effects that a financial crisis may 

have upon the indices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

Financial turbulences have taken place numerous times during the last century, effectively influencing 

the course of the economy. The first most notable modern financial crisis happened in 1987 with the 

occurrence of Black Monday, when leading stock markets of the United States plunged and lost great 

percentages of their value in a matter of days, eventually spreading the crisis overseas. This event was 

followed by the Russian crisis in 1998, eleven years later when Russia entered a period of decline 

since it was affected by the Chechen war, while the Asian crisis of 1997 fueled this decline by reducing 

the imports from Russia. Later, in 2001 the burst of the dot – com bubble along with the shocking 

terrorist attack in the United States caused USA’s markets to crash, again spreading the volatility and 

risk abroad. However, the focus of this thesis remains on the 2008 Subprime Mortgage Crisis, an 

event that was created by the subprime mortgages that dominated the market during that time, and 

the effects of the pandemic crisis of Covid – 19 on the economy.  

For an overview of the aforementioned anxious times, except the latest turbulence of the pandemic, 

the Random Matrix Theory was utilized by Sandoval & Franca (2012), where each crisis period was 

examined in order to calculate the correlations that existed between the international financial 

markets around the world. This analysis showed that a financial turbulence drives the international 

markets to be significantly more volatile, as well as more correlated in their movements. This result 

was drawn for all the aforementioned crises studied by Sandoval & Franca (2012). 

The increased volatility and correlation eventually escape the financial market sector and transmit to 

the real economy, creating the worldwide consequences. Of course, this transmission is enhanced by 

the fact of financial globalization that has rapidly grown in the last decades, providing the ease of 

uncertainty and destabilization transmission. As examined in the previous chapters, it is clear that the 

markets tend to move together during hard times affecting one another. However, from the GARCH, 

VAR models, as well as from the descriptive statistics it is observed that the larger – capitalization 

indices were not affected in a standard way each time. While the smaller BEL20 index was prone to 

the events of both 2008 and 2020, the other 3 indices were not affected in the same degree 

whatsoever, with the exception on NASDAQ during the Covid – 19 outbreak. It is noted though, that 

during the crises the existence of increased volatility and risk were present for all indices, even if not 

on a great and significant level. 

Concluding this thesis, it must be noted that it adds to the still growing literature and extensive 

research for the effects of the financial turbulences on the global markets. The descriptive statistics 

and the GARCH models for BEL20, HSI, MXX and NASDAQ provided a clear picture about the nature of 

the indices before the anxious times, as well as about their transformation that took place during the 

years of setbacks. Moreover, the second part of the analysis with the VAR methodology, targeting 

Granger causality and impulse responses also showed how each index was affected. 

The examination of the financial crises in total is an essential procedure in order to better understand 

how the hardships of the financial markets eventually spill to the real economy and how a greater 

calamity can be prevented, setting as example the previously tested Hong Kong index, HSI, which was 

not significantly affected by the pandemic, since the measures taken were successful.  
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